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About us and the Newsletter 
 
The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general) history 
of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First Czechoslovak 
Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and later was integrated 
into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Oblast’. Since 1991 it is ЗАКАР-
ПАТТЯ, the westernmost administrative district in the now independent Ukraine. 
 
The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first number 
appeared in November 2008. We aim at producing at least four issues per year but cannot promise 
regular publication intervals. As we can see from the numbers at the DocStoc web site, this News-
letter is read by more than hundred people. 
 
 
Change in distribution method 
 
With the (much appreciated !) help of John Lechtanski we have found a public place where we 
can store all issues of our Newsletter – at no cost which is even better than expected. 
 
Since SCM #006 you can view and download each issue (including the “old” ones) from the Web 
address: 

http://www.docstoc.com/collection/128/The-Sub-Carpathian-Messenger 

For downloading you will need to register with DocStoc which again is free of charge. If you en-
counter any problems with access to the mentioned web site, please let us know. 
 
For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method will stay the 
same: you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past. 
 
Everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the notification service 
for new numbers will be limited to the members of the Study Circle. So joining us still has some 
advantage. 
 
We send our warm welcome to Dr. Petr Gebauer from Brno (Czech Republic) as a new member of 
the Study Circle and our best wishes and kind regards to all members. 
 
 
Rules and Regulations 
 
All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of this 
author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle. Such 
articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use within the 
Study Circle is granted. 
 
Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include the 
duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter from time to 
time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some question, some answer 
or whatever. 
 
We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any contri-
bution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as Word 2003 document, graphical elements in JPEG, 
300 dpi) to our editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal address, if you would need it, is: 
 

Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer, Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Auction News 
 
The 166th Corinphila auction (2nd and 3rd December, 2010) presented very attractive material with 
the first Austrian stamps’ issue, amongst it (as lot 5027) the following letter from Szerednye to 
Munkács: 
 

 
 

It holds a horizontal strip of 3 x 1 kr (type Ib) in yellow-ochre colour, one stamp touched on one 
side but otherwise with full margins, with a nearly invisible crease going through the stamps (as 
usual). Starting at CHF 600, it was sold at CHF 2200 (around EUR 1600, plus 20 per cent buyers 
premium). The letter can be fully dated by a handwritten remark on the front side and is from 
the year 1853. 
 
On December 10th, 2010, Voloncs Gábor from Hungary offered also some Kárpátalja material in 
the Hobbifila auction. Lot 675 was a business letter from Velký Berezný to Budapest with a Cze-
choslovak stamp which was not accepted anymore; the letter was marked with “T” and a postage 
due indication of “20” (fillér) in blue. This is equivalent to the normal(!) fee for such a letter. In 
Budapest a 20 fillér postage due stamp was applied and cancelled with date “939. APR. -3“. 
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The biggest surprise for most of us was lot 988 in Jiří Majer´s auction in Prague of December 11th, 
2010. Please find the lot’s description in full length: 
 

Výstavní sbírka poštovní historie Podkarpatské Rusi 1786 - 1990 od významného nizo-
zemského sběratele je umístěná ve 20-ti svazcích a vzorně upravená na cca 820 
výstavních listech se slušným anglickým popisem. Sbírka obsahuje unikátní celistvosti 
předznámkového období, výborně zpracovaná je I. - V. rakouská emise s řadou vzác-
ných frankatur a razítek vč. tzv. žluťásků. Ve sbírce nechybí ani celistvosti z prvního 
uherského vydání vč. kamenotiskové emise a barevných frankatur z dalších vydání. 
Stejně dobře jsou zastoupeny i další úseky pohnuté historie tohoto území až do roku 
1945 se stovkami vzácných celistvostí. Slušně zpracováno je i období 1945 - 1990. Jako 
bonus (mimo sbírku pošt. historie) je přidána hezká sbírka známek Chust 1944 se 
dvěma nepoužitými celinami, ukázka přetisků Mukačevo 1944 se dvěma poštovními 
formuláři a sbírka hodnotných přetisků NRZU vč. několika celin. Tento exponát ve svém 
oboru patří mezi největší a nejlepší současné sbírky na světě, na všech výstavách vč. 
Praga 2008 získávala vždy nejvyšší ocenění. Ve velmi zredukované podobě si sbírku 
můžete prohlédnout na Exponetu: http://www.japhila.cz/hof/0004/index0004a.htm. K od-
vozu nutné auto, dvě velké těžké bedny od banánů. Vyvolávací cena jen 75 000 Euro* 
nebo 1 850 000 Kč* - případný kupec si může vybrat pro něho nejvýhodnější měnu bez 
ohledu na bankovní kurz v den aukce. *(+ aukční přirážku vč. DPH)  Reserve: 1,850,000 
Kč 

 
An exhibition collection of the postal history of Podkarpatská Rus from 1786 to 1990, from a Dutch 
collector, assembled in some 20+ years, on 820 exhibition sheets with text in English language. 
Received a gold medal at the World Exhibition in Prague 2008. Part of this lot can be viewed at 
Exponet at the given address. Start price approx. EUR 75.000. 
 
If you have not yet recognized it: This is (was) the collection of our “founding father” and senior 
member Jan Verleg. With a heavy heart he had decided to sell his collection. (He nevertheless 
will continue to support the Study Circle and the “Sub-Carpathian Messenger” with his solid and 
extensive knowhow.) 

 
 
The list of results from this auction shows that this lot was sold at the starting price. 
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Dénes Czirók 
SZEREDNYE and the EXPONET 

 

I was delighted to see that a new Sub-Carpathian collection has been added to EXPONET, namely 
Martin Jurkovič’s from Bratislava. I did not previously know about this collection even though I 
have studied pre-stamp letters with great interest for a long time. There are some beautiful 
examples among the letters shown, which are exhibited in alphabetical order, e. g. from Alsó-
Vereczke, Beregszász, Huszt and Munkáts. At one point the exhibitor shows on one sheet two 
examples of letters with black SZEREDNYE postmarks. 
 
One very beautiful cancelled piece is addressed to Csurgovich János at Ungvár. We know of more 
than 50 Csurgovich letters in the period between 1830 and 1847; all except one from Berkesz are 
genuine. This SZEREDNYE is undoubtedly a very fine strike, only broken by touching the writing 
underneath:  
 

 
 

The other example is also very interesting: 
 

  
 

I first tried to read the address which is to Anton Majlath in Tyrnau. I then compared it with the 
nearly 10.000 pieces recorded in my computerised data file to see whether there is another letter 
with a similar address but there was none. This one is unique. That is not in itself decisive in 
determining whether the letter is genuine but it does make one reflect slightly! I then compared 
the two postmarks, setting them side by side: 
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 Forgery 

 

From this comparison we can see that the two postmarks are not alike. But which one is genuine? 
The skilled eye can quickly spot that the first one is genuine and the second is a forgery. Key 
comparative criteria are: 
 

- The letter „S” in the false one is thinner and leans to the right. 
- The letter „Z” in the genuine one leans slightly leftwards. 
- Most important, the dot above the second letter „E” in the genuine postmark is right of 

the axis of symmetry, while in the fake it is placed in the middle. 
 

I then examined other Sub-Carpathian collections already on the EXPONET. There are four 
collections with prephilatelic letters, viz. Blaha, Hornung, Rauch and Verleg.  
 
There is also a very beautiful Szerednye letter in the Blaha collection whose authenticity is not in 
question: 
 

 
 

The Hornung collection contains two examples of SZEREDNYE letters, one black and one red: 
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The skilled eye can see immediately that both examples are forgeries. The writing, the postal 
marks and the postmarks are not genuine, and we can compare them with an enlarged picture of 
the postmark from the previous Blaha example: 
 

 
 

 Forgery 
 

 Forgery 

 

The red example is quite a primitive forgery, but the black is very well turned out and it is 
necessary to look at other characteristics before finally making up our minds. If we look for the 3 
characteristics mentioned above, we can find them all. But the writing form of the letter shows 
the hand and the style of the forger. Only the forger had this style of writing both of details in 
the letters and of the whole form. This is a so called “full-forgery”, where the forger used a clean 
sheet of paper; the address-writing, the postal marks and the postmark are all forgeries. 
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There is a single forged SZEREDNYE in the Verleg collection but this has a distinctive character 
and the exhibitor unambiguously presents it as his aim to show the forgery for purposes of com-
parison: 
 

 Forgery 

 

This is an exceptionally dangerous example since the forger used a letter without a postmark – 
presumably it was carried by a private courier – but addressed in original writing to Alexio Pótsi. 
The forger placed the two important postal marks on it: the handwritten „1 Loth” weight mark 
and the red cancellation. We currently know of about 50 genuine and 8 fake Pótsi letters.  
 

The SZEREDNYE letter in the Rauch collection most probably is genuine but I would be very 
pleased to have the opportunity to examine it personally: 
 

 
 

In total we currently know of about 10 black genuine and 11 forged SZEREDNYE letters; of the 
forged postmarks 4 are black and 7 red.  We know of no genuine red ones and I think it is fair to 
assume that they do not exist. 
 
For those who have already studied the collections on the EXPONET, I should mention that there 
are other forgeries in the Rauch collection: a red SZOBRÁNCZ, a black TISZA-UJLAK and a red 
negative UNGHVÁR. We can show that the red SZOBRÁNCZ postmark is a forgery using a similar 
method: 
 

 Forgery 
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It is also interesting to note that the forger used the same text on other forgeries, as in this 
example: 
 

 Forgery 

 

It is written by the same hand with the same handwriting, even the „per Raab” is the same. 
 
There was already a comment about the TISZA-ÚJLAK postmark in SCM #009, and I will write 
about the negative Unghvár in a future SCM. I beg your patience until then! 
 

(My thanks for the cooperation in the translation to English go to Mr Bill Hedley.) 

 

 
  
The Editor: 
The oval postmark of Szerednye was in use from 1830 to 1843, so it says in the »Handbook of the 
Hungarian Pre Stamp Mail« and in Tamás Gudlin’s »Classical Postmarks of Hungary«. 
 
The shown letter from the Archdeacon of Szerednye to the Bishop (of the Greek Catholic Church), 
Alexio Pótsi, in Ungvár is from the collection of the late Dr. Simády Béla. Both weight (1 L[oth]) 
and fee (4 [kr]) are marked in ink on the front side of this letter. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As one can see from the date on the reverse, this postmark was already used in May 1829. 
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Petr Gebauer 

Field post of the German Southern Army in Subcarpathia in 1915 
 

Postal history is an attractive collecting field that still discovers new philatelic mysteries of very 
old history but also of modern times. Field post in World War I belongs to the most interesting 
postal history topics and the following article tries to reveal the details of one of its chapters that 
remained almost unknown: the German field post on Subcarpathian territory in the first half of 
1915. 
 

In the first year of World War I, the high dynamics of Russian troops on the eastern front resulted 
in their successful advance to the west. At the end of 1914 the real danger arose that the 
Russians might get control of the transitions over the Carpathian mountains and open an easy way 
to the Hungarian plain. The Austro-Hungarian units defending the southern slopes of the Carpathi-
ans were in a very critical situation. The Austrian supreme command did not have enough troops 
available and therefore appealed to the German ally for help. The result was an agreement about 
the disposal of several German divisions and their move to the Subcarpathian area to build, to-
gether with Austrian troops already present, a new army intended to bring a rapid change at this 
part of the front. Due to harsh winter conditions and strong resistance of the enemy, a major 
breakthrough, however, succeeded as late as in May 1915 and the new army, called “German 
Southern Army“ (“Kaiserlich Deutsche Südarmee“, DSA), remained in Subcarpathia for several 
months with all its units including German field posts. This very interesting chapter of Subcar-
pathian postal history remained almost unknown [1, 2]. After years of putting together the mosaic 
from historical resources [3, 4] and available covers and cards, I present a first trial to compre-
hensively treat this topic. The article provides a description of the military situation and its 
historical development, an overview of the DSA units, information about the German field posts 
operating in Subcarpathia, about their locations and postmarks, as well as some examples of 
interesting field post cards.  
 

At the end of 1914 the Russian army stood on ridges of the Carpathians and occupied a small part 
of Subcarpathia with two post offices (Alsóvereczke and Volócs) and several postal agencies (the 
course of the front on 1st January 1915 is shown in Figure 1). During this time, the entire territory 
of Subcarpathia was defended by the army group of general Pflanzer-Baltin, whose headquarters 
was located in Máramaros Sziget (now Sighetu Marmatiei, Romania). On its western flank (appro-
ximately along the western border of Subcarpathia) there was the 3rd Austrian Army with the 
headquarters in Kassa (now Košice, Slovakia). The German Southern Army was established on 11th 
January 1915 under the command of general Linsingen, until this time the commander of the 2nd 
German Army Corps. The headquarters of the army arrived at its position (Munkács) on January 13 
and stayed there until June 4 when, after the Army had finally overcome the Carpathians, it 
moved to Stryj (now Poland). At the beginning, the DSA took over the command of the Austrian 
Army Corps of field marshall Hofmann (that was under the command of the Army Group of 
general Pflanzer-Baltin until that time). In mid-January 1915, the German XXIVth Reserve Corps of 
general Gerok arrived in Huszt and joined the DSA. Together with additional directly subordinated 
divisions, the DSA managed quite quickly to push the Russian troops from Subcarpathian territory 
(see the course of the front on 5th February 1915 in Figure 1). Then, however, the advance stop-
ped and despite the supply of additional units, the front line remained almost unchanged until 
the successful offensive in May. On the western flank of the DSA, a new Austrian (2nd) Army with 
headquarters in Ungvár was formed on 12th February 1915 from a part of the units of the Austrian 
3rd Army. A new army corps (Mixed Army Corps) of the DSA was formed in February 1915 from two 
directly subordinated (1st Infantry and 3rd Guards Infantry) German divisions. It obtained its head-
quarters in March 1915 and became the 2nd Bavarian Reserve Army Corps. Its commander general 
Bothmer arrived in Munkács on 7th March 1915 and remained there until March 18, when he moved 
to the final position in Alsóvereczke and took over the command on 23rd March 1915. The head-
quarters of the corps remained in Alsóvereczke until 15th May 1915 when it moved to Skole (in 
Galicia, today in Ukraine). 
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Figure 1: Military situation in Subcarpathia in the first half of 1915. The map shows the 

most important places with their Hungarian names. 
 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the DSA by showing the approximate locations of its corps (from 
west to east Bothmer, Hofmann and Gerok). On the eastern flank (at Ökörmezı) there was the 
Austrian XIIIrd Army Corps of the Army Group Pflanzer-Baltin and on the western flank, there was 
the Austrian Group of field marshal Szurmay of the Austrian 2nd Army (on 2nd April 1915, this 
Group became part of the DSA). A more detailed overview of the order of battle of the DSA is 
shown in Table 1 from which it follows that the DSA included five German divisions (besides a 
number of Austrian troops). 
 
The 1st Infantry Division arrived on 25th January 1915 to the area north of Munkács and proceeded 
to the front within a few days as part of Corps Hoffman, from 23rd March 1915 under the Corps 
Bothmer. From late January until April the division was in the area around Tucholka (now 
Ukraine). The 3rd Guards Infantry Division arrived to the area around Munkács on 18th January 
1915 and was under direct command of the DSA. In late January it was deployed in the area 
around Viharos-Havasköz, then together with the 1st Infantry in the Tucholka area, and later north 
towards Zawadka. Since 23rd March 1915 it became part of Corps Bothmer. The headquarters of 
the division was since mid-March till May in the village Krasna (now Ukraine). The 4th Infantry 
Division arrived on 25th February 1915 to the area around Volócs to reinforce the DSA. Probably 
only a part of the division, the 7th Infantry Brigade, took part in the fights (starting probably on 
March 10 or earlier) under Corps Hofmann but was withdrawn on March 27 from the front again 
because since March 29 the division was transported away to reinforce the Austrian 3rd Army in 
the area around Homonna (now Humenné, Slovakia) as part of the newly formed German 
Beskidenkorps. The 5th Cavalry Division remained in the area around Munkács from 10th January 
to 17th February 1915 as a reserve of the DSA. Then it was subordinated to the Army Group 
Pflanzer-Baltin. The 48th Reserve Division arrived in mid-January to the area around Huszt and 
was deployed on 24th January 1915 in the area of the Visk Pass as part of Corps Gerok. 
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Figure 2: Types of German field 

post postmarks 

Philatelic documentation of the presence of German troops on 
Subcarpathian territory exists in form of cards and covers with 
postmarks of German field posts [5-7]: field post offices 
(Feldpostamt) serving the headquarters of the army and army 
corps, field post expeditions (Feldpostexpedition) serving the 
divisions, and numbered field post stations (Feldpoststation) 
established by the army headquarters where needed. Figure 2  
shows the types of used postmarks that were quite uniform in 
appearance (either single circle of older origin or the more 
modern double circle bridge type). The Bavarian type (double 
circle with vertical bars above and below the bridge) is an 
exception (type 3 in Fig. 2). The bridge type postmarks are 
found also with a distinguishing letter on the right. The Field 
Post Office of the DSA headquarters temporarily used the old 
postmark of the IInd Army Corps (Type 1 in Fig. 2, recorded from 
23rd January to 23rd February 1915) before its definitive 
postmark arrived (type 2 in Fig. 2, recorded from March 7, 
1915). Table 2 brings an overview of the German field posts in 
Subcarpathia including the recorded time of presence at their 
locations and the types of used postmarks. From knowledge 
collected so far it seems that a number of field posts were not 
present at the main (combat) but at the rearguard headquar-
ters. An example is the headquarters of Corps Gerok that, 
according to military maps, was located in the area around 
Ökörmezı from February to May 1915 but the field post office 
was probably throughout this period located in Huszt. Similarly, 
the field post expedition of the 1st Infantry Division was most 
probably in Munkács until at least April 1915. The postmark of 
the field post expedition of the 48th Reserve Division is not yet recorded from Subcarpathia; the 
known correspondence was processed by Austrian field post offices. This was - due to the close 
collaboration of German and Austrian troops within the DSA - quite common, although only very 
rarely we meet items that passed through both German and Austrian field posts (see Figure 7).  
 

A very interesting collecting topic are the numbered field post stations. During its time in Sub-
carpathia, the DSA established five of them [8]. Their location can be determined only by analysis 
of available field post cards as we do not know any related official documents. Fortunately, at 
this early period of the war, German soldiers were allowed to indicate the place of residence in 
their correspondence. Field Post Station 151 most likely served the stage inspection of the DSA 
and was located in Beregszász (recorded from 26th January to 11th June 1915). Field Post Station 
153 worked in Volócs (its postmark is recorded from 18th February 1915, from Volócs between 10th 
March and 29th May 1915). Field Post Station 154 is not listed in Table 2, it was located outside 
Subcarpathian territory. Its postmark is recorded from 7th April to 6th June 1915 and its location 
(either Miskolc and Kassa) is still subject of discussion [9]. The postmarks of Field Post Station 
156 are recorded from 26th May to 13th June 1915 and its location could be Huszt. Field Post 
Station 157 was probably located in Munkács and we can assume that it was established to serve 
the remaining DSA units after its headquarters moved to Stryj. This is also supported by the 
recorded use of its postmark (from 4th June to 11th July 1915). 
 

It is interesting that, besides many other units, the headquarters of the DSA had also an Air Force 
Section (Feldflieger-Abteilung) [10]. Its number was 26a (in April 1915 it was changed to 59) and 
it included only 6 aircrafts. The Section was located on the field airport in Munkács until 16th May 
1915 when it moved to the other side of the Carpathians. I have not seen any covers or cards from 
the short stay of this small unit in Subcarpathia. 
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Postmarks of the German field posts from the period of their stay in Subcarpathia are found 
almost exclusively on topographical postcards purchased by soldiers at their locations. Official 
postal cards or letter cards of the German field post service were probably not available, some-
times Austrian and Hungarian field post cards appears. Figures 3 – 8 show representative examples 
illustrating the appearance of the material and the possibilities of documentation. There were 
also many Austro-Hungarian troops on Subcarpathian territory belonging to the DSA or to other 
(Austrian) commands. They are not the subject of this work and would require a separate article.  
 
Finally I express my thanks to Jan Verleg for his kind permission to reproduce a card from his 
exhibit [11]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Emergency use of the CDS of the IInd German Army Corps by the Field post office 

of the DSA on a picture post card of Munkács from 23rd January 1915. 
 

 
Figure 4: Definitive postmark of the DSA field post office used on 13th May 1915 on a franked 
picture postcard of Podhering near Munkács. Scarce usage of German stamp in Subcarpathia. 
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Figure 5: Picture postcard from 3rd May 1915 with two-line rubber stamp of the DSA 

field post office, used exceptionally instead of the circular datestamp. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Picture postcard of Munkács with circular date stamp of the field post office 

and unit marking of the headquarters of Corps Bothmer. Dated by the sender 
15th March 1915. 
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Figure 7: Field post postal card sent from the headquarters of Corps Hofmann with 
postmarks of the Austrian field post office 17 (Corps Hofmann) and of the field post 

expedition of the German 1st Infantry Division. [11] 
 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Picture postcard from the stage command of the DSA posted at the 

Field post station 156. Dated by the sender Huszt 16th June 1915. 
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Table 1. Order of battle of the German Southern Army in the first half of 1915 (German units are 
in bold font, Austro-Hungarian units are in regular font): 
  

German Southern Army (Kaiserlich Deutsche Südarmee, DSA) subordination 

(from-to) 

Corps Hoffmann (Korps Hoffmann) 1.1915- 

     55th Infantry Division (55. Infanterie-Division) 

     1st Infantry Division (1. Infanterie-Division) 

     4th Infantry Division (4. Infanterie-Division) 

     131st Infantry Brigade (131. Infanterie-Brigade) 

     12th Territorial Brigade (12. Landsturm-Territorial-Brigade) 

1.1915- 

1.1915-2.1915 

3.1915 

1.1915 

3.1915- 

XXIV. Reserve Corps (Korps Gerok, XXIV. Reserve-Korps) 1.1915- 

     48th Reserve Division (48. Reserve-Division) 

     19th Infantry Division (19. Infanterie-Division) 

     12th Territorial Brigade (12. Landsturm-Territorial-Brigade) 

1.1915- 

1.1915- 

1.1915-3.1915 

Mixed Corps (Gemischtes Korps), then 

2. Bavarian Reserve Corps (Korps Bothmer, 2. Bay. Reserve-Korps) 

2.1915-3.1915 

3.1915- 

     1st Infantry Division (1. Infanterie-Division) 

     3rd Guards Infantry Division (3. Garde-Infanterie-Division) 

     38th Honvéd Infantry Division (38. Honvéd-Infanterie-Division) 

2.1915- 

2.1915- 

4.1915- 

Group Szurmay (Gruppe Szurmay) 4.1915- 

     7th Infantry Division (7. Infanterie-Division) 

     40th Honvéd Infantry Division (40. Honvéd-Infanterie-Division) 

4.1915- 

4.1915- 

In direct DSA subordination:  

     3rd Guards Infantry Division (3. Garde-Infanterie-Division) 

     4th Infantry Division (4. Infanterie-Division) 

     5th Cavalry Division (5. Kavallerie-Division) 

     10th Cavalry Division (10. Kavallerie-Division) 

1.1915-2.1915 

2.1915-3.1915 

1.1915-2.1915 

1.1915-2.1915 

 

 

 

Table 2. German field posts operating in Subcarpathia: 
 

Name Location from - to Postmark types (Fig. 2) 

Feldpostamt DSA Munkács 1.-6.1915 1, 2 

Feldpostamt 2. Bay. Res. Korps Munkács 3.1915 3 

Alsóvereczke 3.-5.1915 

Feldpostamt XXIV. Res. Korps Huszt 1.-5.1915 4 

Feldpostexpedition 1. Inf. Div. Munkács 1.-4.1915 5 

Feldpostexpedition 3. Garde-Inf. 

Div. 

Munkács ? 1.1915 5 

? 1.-3.1915 

Feldpostexpedition 4. Inf. Div. Munkács ? 2.-3.1915 6 

Feldpostexpedition 5. Cav. Div. Munkács ? 1.-2.1915 5 

Feldpostexpedition 48. Res. Div. ? 1.-?.1915 6 

Feldpoststation 151 Beregszász 1.-6.1915 7 

Feldpoststation 153 Volócs 2.-5.1915 7 

Feldpoststation 156 Huszt ? 5.-6.1915 7 

Feldpoststation 157 Munkács ? 6.-7.1915 7 
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Your editor has a card that shows a peculiar troops’ mark: “K. und k. Leiter des Radiodienstes | 
der | Kaiserl. Deutschen Südarmee.” [Imperial and Royal Commander of the Radio Service of the 
Imperial German South Army]. Since neither the communication equipment nor their crypto func-
tions were harmonized between the Austro-Hungarian and the German forces, such liaison offi-
cers were technically necessary to allow direct communication in such tightly coupled fighting 
units. 
 

 
(German) Field post card, Main F. P. O. 117/II, July 19th, 1917. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Another Piece from the Czechoslovak Military Air Mail ? 
 
Sindelfingen in late October is a common meeting point for Central European collectors of postal 
history, and so it was last year. 
 
Amongst the exhibits of the associated show was one by Ludvík PYTLIČEK, a very wealthy Czech 
collector, with the title “Pioneer Flights and Beginnings of the Czechoslovak Airmail” on 8 frames. 
And in this exhibit I have detected the following item (thanks to Martin Rhein who took a snapshot 
for me): 
 

 
Photograph from exhibit #334 as described – card written June 15th, 1919. 

 
The description by the exhibitor was: 
“The card was sent by airmail from Uzhgorod on June [sic], 1919. The town of Uzhgorod was in 
the encirclement of the Hungarian army and the transport could be done only by airplanes.” 
 
I apologize for the (not so good) quality of the picture. My sources agree that the “2. polni letecka 
setnina” was stationed at Spišská Nová Ves and was responsible for carrying out the two recorded 
flights to Užhorod and back. But I wonder how one would prove that this card was written in Už-
horod (and not in Spišská Nová Ves) and was transported with the “return” flight of pilot Karel 
Janhuba on June 15th, 1919. Also the postmark of the receiving post office is barely readable, and 
our best guess (Tønnes Ore helped on this) is that this is a postmark from Uherské Hradiště (and 
certainly neither from IGLÓ – the Hungarian name for Spišská Nová Ves – nor one of the usual post-
marks of this period from PRAHA 2). 
 
Jan Verleg would probably argue that the card does not carry the “POLNÍ POSTA 46” in bluish 
colour and therefore cannot be considered even as a candidate for the particular air mail bag. 
Also the date does not really fit his description. 
 
Comments from our readers are invited and would be very welcome! 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Additional information to an item from the Romanian “Occupation” 
 
When Jan Verleg reported on the sale of the Andrew Cronin collection at Cherrystone (please see 
SCM #009, page 4), he wrote: 
 
Lot 2010 was an item from the Romanian occupation and was described as extremely rare: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Being involved into this matter, I wondered, as he did, whether the US 10 cent postage due stamp 
had been added haphazardly and later because the cancellation on this particular stamp had defi-
nitely no connection to its surroundings. 
 
A friend of mine, Walter Leitner, a few months later showed me the following piece and had a 
similar question: Were the two US 2 cent postage due stamps added later to this field post card ? 
 

 
Field post card, FPO 98 to New York (USA), January 2nd, 1915 

 
In the meantime I have asked a knowledgeable collector, Adolf Eder, and he told me that such ap-
parently “unconnected” marks on postage due stamps are just normal: The US mail officials pre-
cancelled whole sheets of postage due stamps and applied the stamps later as needed. Therefore 
we can also consider the “unconnected” 10 cent stamp on the Romanian occupation letter as 
regular. 

 

This item sold at a hammer price of 
USD 1300 (€ 910). 
 
The letter was sent from Fekete-
ardó to the USA but was not 
franked and therefore marked with 
a capital “T” before leaving the 
Carpatho Ukraine. It also carries a 
black Romanian censorship mark 
from Satu Mare. Upon arrival in the 
States it was marked with the 10 
cents postage due hand stamp. One 
could wonder what the 10 cent 
postage due stamp is doing on the 
cover. Due to “Deficiency in 
address” (violet circular mark) it 
possibly never reached its destina-
tion. 
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Avia B-534 on the airport of Užhorod 

Mervyn Benford 
Avias vs. Fiats – Air War in the Carpathians in 1939 
 
I must say I know only what I write here, which is basically what I wrote for my book “The Vissza-
tért Period in Hungarian Philately” published by the then Magyar (now Hungarian) Philatelic 
Society of Great Britain and still available from me. It includes generous listings of the temporary 
cancellers used as postal authority returned and an extensively documented gazetteer with both 
Hungarian and successor State names. 
 
My source was “Air Enthusiast”, September 1971, in which two pilots of the period recalled their 
experiences in an article about the conflict. They were Juraj Tajninec and James V Sanders. They 
wanted naturally to give the historical background but in doing so they gave fascinating glimpses 
into the action. 
 
On 5th October 1938, with negotiations due four days later, 500 armed men of the Nyilas Kereszt 
group attacked the railway station at Borzava, killing a railwayman and encamping in woods not 
far away. Czech retaliation included three Letov S-328 bombers from Ungvár, three Marcel Bloch 
MB 200 bombers and 12 Avia B-534 fighters. Later in October the airfield [in Ungvár] was success-
fully sabotaged by Hungarian raids. 
 
The Vienna Award [of November 2nd, 1938] gave Ung-
vár back [to Hungary]. On November 4th, an Avia-built 
Fokker V IX of Czech Airlines took Government docu-
ments to Prague and a CSA Savoia-Marchetti to Hun-
gary took 3 kg of radium to safety from the hospital in 
Ungvár. A new airbase was established at the Igló air-
field (Spišská Nová Ves) in eastern Slovakia. 
 
The writers claim that Hungary knew by 13th March 
1939 that Germany would not object to an occupation 
of sub-Carpathian Russia, cued to the intended decla-
ration of independence both of that State and Slova-
kia, the German occupation of Prague effectively severing the Trianon State. Hungary’s sub-
sequent interest in a slice of eastern Slovakia also had military involvement. 
 
On March 23rd, 1939, Hungarian troops advanced beyond the River Ung (Uh), supported by its air 
forces (Magyar Király Légierö) using six-plane elements from each of three bomber squadrons at 
the Debrecen airfield. These were 3/3 Sárga Vihar (Yellow Tempest), 3/4 Vörös Sárkány (red 
Dragon) and 3/5 Hüvelyk Matyi (Tom Thumb). Gebauer-armed Junkers JU 86K-2a, Heinkel He 170s 
at Kecskemét for reconnaissance and a fighter force (Rics and 1/2Ludas Matyi Squadrons) from 
Borgund, Veszprém, flying Fiat CR 32s, comprised the group, the latter deployed to Ungvár and 
Miskolc. 
 
Czech airmen had been obliged by the declaration of Slovakian independence to cease service. 
Their aircraft and equipment remained, relocated to Igló. The base at Sebastova near Eperjes 
(Prešov) augmented the Slovak strength. Action was limited to the two days, March 23rd and 24th. 
Having suffered ground attack on March 23rd, despite artillery claiming an Avia and damaging a 
Letov, Hungarian air power was called in next day. In two sorties the Hungarians proved superior 
and, learning of the new Igló base from a captured pilot, launched an attack on this base and 
Sebastova the Czech forces proved unable to resist. They suffered heavy losses on the ground that 
would have been worse had it not been sticky from overnight rain, which meant some bombs did 
not explode. 
 
Most of the aerial action had been over Szobránc, Utcás and Ladomirov, including attack on Hun-
garian ground forces. The Czechs fought fiercely but were basically outnumbered. 
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Jay T. Carrigan 
Census of Overprinted Revenue Stamps 
 
The quantities printed for each type of the issued First Edition overprints are well documented in 
the literature.  Not so for the unissued trial printings on Hungarian revenue stamps.  All that has 
been recorded is the total quantity printed for each stamp.  With the assistance of other collect-
ors of this material, I would like to take the first step in attempting to clarify this situation. 
 
What follows is a compilation of types observed in my collection, the standard reference works on 
Carpatho-Ukraine overprints and a few recent auction catalogs.   
 
The Overprint Types 
 
These are well-known to most collectors, but I will summarize them here for reference purposes. 
 

Type I Type Ia Type Ib Type II Type III Type IIIa Type IV  

 

  Broken Ш Broken Н     Missing а    
 

So far I have not found Type Ib on a revenue stamp.  Several stamps from the First Edition also do 
not exist with Type Ib overprints.  My assumption is that the letter Н was damaged at some point 
in the printing process and that therefore the Trial Printings on Revenue stamps, having been 
printed first, do not exist in this state. 
 

 

The following tables are color-coded according to the source of the information. 
 
Types shown in black  are in my collection. 
Types shown in blue  I have found in various handbooks and auction catalogs. 
Types reported by members will be shown in red . 
 
Please report any types not shown to the author at jay@jaypex.com 
 
The current status of this census will be maintained at  
http://www.jaypex.com/C-U/Census.htm 
 

 

1. Documentary Issues of 1934 & 1943 (no inscription) 
 

    

 

 
No illustration  
of overprinted  

stamp available 

1-11 12-16 17-18 19  
 

Color Varieties 
 

     
3 – red orange  3a – red   7 – violet  7a – blue violet  

 

No. 3a is the same color as no. 2.  No. 3 is a lighter color. 
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No. Denomination Color (Underprint) Types Quantity 
1. 10/2f red brown (green) I      100 
2. 10/4f red (orange) I      109 
3. 40/5f red orange (orange)   II III IIIa IV 110 
3a. 40/4f red (orange) I Ia  III IIIa IV 60 
4. 40/5f blue (orange) I  II III IIIa IV 372 
5. 40/10f red (green) I  II III IIIa IV 430 
6. 40/20f brown (blue) I  II III   80 
7. 60/30f violet (orange) I      150 
7a. 60/30f blue violet (orange) I  II III IIIa  55 
8. 60/40f red (blue) I      76 
9. 1.00/40f red (blue) I Ia II III IIIa  130 

10. 1.00/50f yellow green (orange) I Ia II III IIIa IV 107 
11. 2.00/50f yellow green (orange) I      43 
12. 2.00/1P emerald & pink (pink) I Ia II III IIIa IV 276 
13. 4.00/2P carmine & gray green (pink) I Ia II III IIIa  155 
14. 4.00/3P (1943) brown & gray blue (brown) I      13 
15. 6.00/3P (1943) brown & gray blue (brown) I Ia II III IIIa  50 
16.  10.00/5P blue & gray green (orange)   II  IIIa  14 
17. 2.00/10P plum & green (pink) I      2 
18. 2.00/20P dark green & buff (yellow) I   III   14 
19.* 2.00/50P brown & violet (green?)       2 

 

 
2. Bill of Exchange Issue of 1941 (Váltó Illeték) 
 

 

 Color Varieties   

  
20-27  24 – blue  25 – navy blue   

 

No. Denomination Color (Underprint) Types Quantity 
 20. 10/3f brown red (ivory) I  II III  IV 107 
 21. 40/15f brown (yellow gold) I Ia II III IIIa  218 
 23. 1.00/45f pink (gray pink) I Ia II III IIIa  54 
 24. 1.40/60f blue (gray pink) I   III  IV 80 
 25. 1.40/60f navy blue (gray pink) I   III  IV 75 
 26. 6.00/3P blue (lilac and yellow orange) I  II III IIIa  61 
 27.* 15.00/7.50P brown (orange)       2 

 

 
3. Judicial Issue of 1834 (Törvénykezési Illeték) 
 

   

  

28-33 34-36 37   
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No. Denomination Color (Underprint) Types Quantity 
28. 20/10f indigo & turquoise (yellow green) Ia 50 
29. 40/10f indigo & turquoise (yellow green) I      11 
30.* 40/20f red (green)       2 
31. 60/30f violet & red orange (orange) Ia 78 
32. 1.00/50f orange & turquoise (blue green) Ia 77 
33. 2.00/50f orange & turquoise (blue green) I      3 
34. 2.00/1P brown violet (orange) I   III   20 
35. 4.00/2P brown (light blue) I Ia     14 
36.* 6.00/5P green & light gray (light)       2 
37. 10.00/5P green & light gray (light)   II  IIIa  11 

 

 
4. 1944 Two-Part Receipt Issue (Ellenırzı Szelvény / Számla Illeték) 
 

  

   

38-47 48-50    
 

No. Denomination Color (Underprint) Types Quantity 
38. 10/5f light brown I  II III  IV 100 
39. 20/10f light violet  Ia II III IIIa IV 99 
40. 40/20f ultramarine I  II III IIIa IV 200 
41. 1.00/50f opal green I Ia II III IIIa  100 
42. 2.00/1P red orange I  II III IIIa IV 282 
43. 5.00/2P violet (pink) I     IV 9 
44. 6.00/3P yellow brown (orange) I Ia II III   20 
45. 10.00/4P lt. ultramarine (gray green) I   III IIIa  12 
46. 10.00/5P ultramarine (orange) I Ia II III IIIa  18 
47. 15.00/6P red (light violet) I     IV 20 
48. 20.00/10P blue (gray & gray green)      IV 9 
49. 40.00/20P brown (brown & gray green) I      6 
50. 60.00/30P emerald (gray green & pink)   II III IIIa  10 

 
 
5. 1934 Accounting Tax Issue (Számolólap Illeték)  
 

 

  

Overprint 
Types  

  

51-52   Type I Type Ia –  Broken Т 
 
 

 

No. Denomination Color (Underprint) Types Quantity 
 51. 4.00/2P brown (pink) I Ia  117 
52. 10.00/5P green (pink) I   5 

 

* - stamps not listed in Jiří Majer’s catalog, but are listed in the earlier literature. 

 

I welcome offers of 1944-45 material, especially revenue stamps missing from my collection. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Postcard from 1960: Miroslav Blaha to Viktor Indra 
 
For a number of years Miroslav Blaha went to the Ukrainian USSR, often to Uzhgorod, to search in 
the archives and find new information (and material) on the postal history of the Sub-Carpathian 
region. In the early summer of 1960 he wrote a picture postcard to his friend and colleague Viktor 
Indra. The card is correctly franked with 40 kopeks (tariff for international postcards since Sep-
tember 1st, 1957, and valid before the USSR’s monetary reform of 1961). 
 
 

 
Picture postcard, Chop (USSR) to Olomouc (ČSSR), June 17th, 1960. 

 

 
Picture of river Ush (Уж) near Uzhgorod. 

 


